AT&T Expands Access to Advanced Secure Edge and Remote Workforce
Capabilities
AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki offers fully integrated network and security tools for
convenient, high-performing, and protected access from anywhere
DALLAS, May 5, 2022

What’s the news?
AT&T* is introducing AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki designed to provide businesses of nearly
any size and industry with a powerful networking and security offering. This new managed
service helps organizations improve network performance, enable resilient access and
defend sensitive data. The service also helps protect against unauthorized use and loss. It
does this while delivering flexibility for customers as their networking environments evolve
due to business growth, location expansion and changes in strategy.

Why is this important?
The need for reliable, high-performance connectivity has never been greater. The growth of
hybrid work environments means organizations are connecting people, places and devices,
enabling users to connect and collaborate at nearly any time, from nearly anywhere.
Organizations also rely on a wide range of Internet of Things (IoT) devices to drive
efficiency, from security cameras to medical devices and manufacturing equipment. This
explosion of connectivity makes preparing for and addressing cybersecurity threats a critical
challenge, especially for sophisticated enterprises.
But small and medium-sized businesses are also common targets for cybercriminals, and a
lack of expertise and resources make them particularly vulnerable. In fact, 60% of SMBs
cease operations within 6 months following a cyberattack.
AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki combines leading services to provide businesses of nearly any
size with an effective way to achieve highly secure and reliable access and with cloud-based
security and SD-WAN capabilities to help protect users from malicious web-based threats.
These services include AT&T Business Wi-Fi with Cisco Meraki for a cloud-managed
networking solution; AT&T Secure Remote Access with Cisco for zero-trust network access;
and AT&T Secure Web Gateway with Cisco for secure internet and cloud app access.

What makes AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki different?
AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki further expands the AT&T SASE portfolio, creating a solution
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that also includes indoor/outdoor access points, network switches, cellular gateways, and
teleworker appliances.
The managed security service allows almost any business to connect, protect, manage, and
scale its network without the in-house expertise typically needed to achieve this level of
security. The scalability of the solution is critical for growing businesses that need to rapidly
expand to different data centers and branch locations or add more devices to their network.
This solution also helps businesses defend their sensitive data against unauthorized use and
theft.
Customers also receive access to the leading AT&T Managed Services and our specialists
who can assist with deployment, policy design, configuration, and 24/7 monitoring and
support.

Where can I get it?
AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki is available today. For more information, please visit here.

What are people saying?
“In network connectivity and security, there is often little margin for error. For many
businesses, the expertise to get it right is hard to come by. AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki is a
completely managed service that puts our experts in the driver’s seat giving growthoriented businesses an integrated solution that can address their needs today, and scale up
right alongside them going forward.”- Danessa Lambdin, Vice President, AT&T
Cybersecurity
“Businesses looking to deploy cloud security across distributed locations must be able to do
so in a simple, scalable, and reliable way. The AT&T SASE with Cisco Meraki service offers
customers a seamless onramp to their SASE journey with a fully integrated networking and
security offering, ultimately protecting users against internet-based threats both on and off
the network.” - Lawrence Huang, Vice President, Product Management at Cisco Meraki
*About AT&T
We help more than 100 million U.S. families, friends and neighbors connect in meaningful ways every day. From the first
phone call 140+ years ago to our 5G wireless and multi -gig internet offerings today, we @ATT innovate to improve lives.
For more information about AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T), please visit us at about.att.com. Investors can learn more at
investors.att.com.
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